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Evidence and Inference - Topic 1

The Evidence and Inference topics and their pre-writing questions are listed below. Use this worksheet to
write your answers. Include exact words from the book to support your answers along with the page
number where the text can be found.

Evidence and Inference Topic 1

The students at Mica High School have never known anyone like Stargirl. "Different" barely begins to
describe her. The character in Jerry Spinelli's novel "Stargirl" who calls herself by that name ultimately
experiences hurt and disappointment. Nevertheless, many people will look at Stargirl and think it is better
to be different--and true to yourself--than to try to be like everyone else. Write a multi-paragraph essay
that shows why it is better for Stargirl to be true to herself--and different--than to try to be like everyone
else. You must write a thesis statement that expresses this opinion, a body of two or three paragraphs to
support your statement, and a concluding paragraph that sums up this point of view.

Freedom of Expression>>

1. How does Stargirl's appearance show that she feels free to express herself?

2. What does Stargirl do that shows she is not afraid of what others think of her?

Interesting life>>

3. What is something that Stargirl thinks is important in life that most students her age would not value?

4. What is one way Stargirl spends her time that is both interesting and different from the way other

students spend their time?

Self-acceptance>>

5. What can you tell about the fact that "Susan" changes back to "Stargirl"?

6. How have Stargirl's parents helped her to be comfortable with who she is?
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Evidence and Inference Topic 1 - Essay Plan Worksheet
Each of the points in your plan will be the main idea of a body paragraph in your essay.  For an essay with 2 body paragraphs
use two points in your plan. The boxes below contain the sample thesis statement divided into the Opinion and the Plan.

Write your own thesis statement below the sample Opinion and Plan.
Then use the boxes below each point of your plan to write at least 2 supporting points for each body paragraph. Use
words or phrases or page numbers.

Thesis Statement: OPINION

Thesis Statement: PLAN

Stargirl is better off being different---and true to herself---than trying to be like everyone else

Point 1
Freedom of expression>>

because she is not afraid to
express who she really is

Point 2
Interesting life>>

leads an interesting and
creative life

Point 3
Self-acceptance>>

is accepting of herself

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point
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Evidence and Inference - Topic 2

The Evidence and Inference topics and their pre-writing questions are listed below. Use this worksheet to
write your answers. Include exact words from the book to support your answers along with the page
number where the text can be found.

Evidence and Inference Topic 2

Leo Borlock is your average teenager. There is nothing exceptional about him. Only when he begins to
spend a lot of time with Stargirl does he realize how painful life can be when others view you as different.
Leo must choose between being accepted by his peers or continuing a friendship with someone whose
"differences" set him apart also. Write a multi-paragraph essay that argues that being friends with
someone "different"--like Stargirl--is difficult. You must write a thesis statement that expresses this
opinion, a body of two or three paragraphs to support your statement, and a concluding paragraph that
sums up this point of view.

Harsh judgement>>

1. What is an incident that causes the students to react harshly to Stargirl?

2. Why do the students judge Leo harshly?

Loneliness>>

3. After Leo and Stargirl become friends what do the students do that makes Leo feel lonely?

4. What does Leo do because of his lonely feelings at school?

Need for acceptance>>

5. After Leo explains what being part of a group means, how does Stargirl try to be like the other girls?

6. What does Leo expect will happen to him when Stargirl becomes like the other girls? What does

happen?
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Evidence and Inference Topic 2 - Essay Plan Worksheet
Each of the points in your plan will be the main idea of a body paragraph in your essay.  For an essay with 2 body paragraphs
use two points in your plan. The boxes below contain the sample thesis statement divided into the Opinion and the Plan.

Write your own thesis statement below the sample Opinion and Plan.
Then use the boxes below each point of your plan to write at least 2 supporting points for each body paragraph. Use
words or phrases or page numbers.

Thesis Statement: OPINION

Thesis Statement: PLAN

The fact that Leo is seen as "different" as a result of his friendship with Stargirl brings him great discomfort

Point 1
Harsh judgement>>

because it leads to harsh
judgments by others

Point 2
Loneliness>>

feelings of loneliness

Point 3
Need for acceptance>>

his realization that he needs
acceptance from his peers

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point

Supporting point
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